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                 IEEE-20180 A Survey on SQL Injection Attacks, Detection and Prevention Techniques Puspendra Kumar M.Tech Scholar Department of Computer Science and Engineering Maulana Azad National Institute of Technology Bhopal, INDIA-462051 pus pendra.nap [email protected] Abstract-SQL Injection poses a serious security issue over the Internet or over web application. In SQL injection attacks, hackers can take advantage of poorly coded Web appl ication software to introduce malicious code into the organization's systems and network. The vulnerability exists when a Web application do not properly filter or validate the entered data by a user on a Web page. Large Web applications have hundreds of places where users can input data, each of which can provide a SQL injection opportunity. Attacker can steal confidential data of the organization with these attacks resulting loss of market value ofthe organization. This paper presents an effective survey ofSQLInjection attack, detection and prevention techniques. 
 Keyword: SQL Injection Attacks, Static Analysis, Dynamic analysis, Detection, Prevention I. INT RODUCTlON SQL Injection Attacks are most effective method for stealing the data from backend, by the help of these attacks hacker can get access to the database and steal sensitive information. Generally these attacks are generated from web input so these are called input validation attacks. Now a days most web applications are being hacked using SQL Injection attacks method. It comes under top ten security threat in web applications [I]. With the help of these attack attacker can obtain table name, database schema, and also attacker can employ DML statement from the supplied input from web application to the database server resulting a corrupt database. This paper presents different type of SQL injection attacks and their prevention techniques. 
 IT. CATEGORIES OF SQL INJECTTONSATT ACKS There are four main categories of SQL Injection attacks against databases. 
 SQL Manipulation: It is the process of modifYing the SQL statements by using various operations such as UNION Another way of implementing SQL Injection using SQL Manipulation method is by changing the where clause ofthe is by changing the where clause ofthe SQL statement to get different res ults. 
 R.K. Pateriya Associate Professor, Member IEEE Department of Computer Science and Engineering Maulana Azad National Institute of Techno logy Bhopal, INDlA-462051 [email protected] Code Injection: Code injection is the process of inserting new SQL statement. One of the code injection attacks is to append a SQL Server EXECUTE command to the vulnerable SQL statement. This type of attack is only possible when multiple SQL statements per database request are supported. 
 Function Call Injection: It is the process ofinserting various database function calls into a vulnerable SQL statement. 
 These function calls can make an operating system call or manipulate data in the database. 
 Buffer Overflow.: Buffer overflow is caused by using function call injection. For most of the commercial and open source databases, patches are available. This type of attack is possible when the server is un-patched. 
 lII. TYPESOF ATTACKS There are several types of attack[2,3,4]. This paper represents various attacks with example. 
 Tautologies: This type of attack represent to the SQL manipulation category in which attacker can inject malicious code into query, it is based on the conditional statement. For example a query for login: 
 SELECT * FROM User Info WHERE UserName 'puspendra' and Password =' I 23456'. 
 In this query attacker can inject OR 1='1'. The resulting query will be: 
 SELECT * FROM User Info WHERE UserName = " OR 1 ='1' ;-- and Pas sword=' I 23456'. 
 With the help of this query attacker can get all the record of the table because WHERE clause always return TRUE value. So in this way username and password of all stored users in database can be extracted. 
 SQL statement to get different results. Manipulation method Logically Incorrect Queries: This type of attack represent to the SQL manipulation catogory in which attacker can get advantage from error message which are generated from database server. 
 ICCCNT'12 26 th _28 th July 2012, Coimbatore, India IEEE-20180 For example following query is required to extract table name: 
 SELECT * FROM User illfo WHERE UserName = n HAVING 1 = '1' ;-- and Password='123456'. 
 With the help of this query attacker get an error message like: "Column 'User illfo.UserID' is invalid in the select list because it is not contained in either an aggregate function or the GROUP BY clause." This error message indicates table name(User_ illfo) with column name 'User illfo.UserID'. 
 For example following query is required to extract column name: SELECT * FROM User illfo WHERE UserName = n GROUP BY UserID HAVING 1='1' ;-- and Password='123456'. With the help of this query attacker get error message like:"Column 'User illfo.Username' is invalid in the select list because it is not contained in either an aggregate function or the GROUP BY clause". 
 This error message displays the table with column name 'User Info.Username'. In this way all column name of the table can be extracted . 
 Union Query: This type of attack represent Code Injection and SQL manipulation catogory. Union Query adds malicious code or injectes code with safe query to get other table information from database server.With the help of this type of attack, attacker can extract datatype information of the column. 
 For Example: 
 SELECT * FROM User illfo WHERE UserName = n UNION SELECT SUM(Username ) from User_illfo -- BY UserID HAVING 1='1';--and Password='123456' . 
 An error message like given below is displayed: 
 "Operand data type varchar is invalid for s urn operator." ill this error message Username belong to VARCHAR Data Type. ill this way datatype of all column in the table can be found. 
 Stored Procedure: This type of attack represent to function call injection category. In this attack, attacker can execute built in procedure. 
 For example stored procedure in SQLserver2005 is given below. 
 ALTER PROCEDURE spSingleAccessProc ( @select NVARCHAR (500 ), @tableName NVARCHAR(500 ), @where NVARCHAR (500 ) AS BEGlN EXEC (, SELECT' +@select + 'FROM '+ @tableName + 'WHERE ' + @where ) END GO EXEC spSingleAccessProc ,* FROM INFORMATION SCHEMA.T ABLES FOR XML RAW- ' ,' TEST' ,'PUSPENDRA'. This procedure is vulnerable for injection attack with the help of lNFORMATION_SCHEMA.TABLE S. Attacker get XML data which contains information of table and database schema. 
 "< row TABLE CATALOG =nUsers " TABLE SCHEMA ="dbo " TABLE NAME="User illfo" TABLE TYPE="BASE TABLE " />" - - Piggy-Backed Queries Attacks: This type of attack represent to Code injection category. ill this type of attack, attacker inject malicious code with tradational queries and also perform data manipulation operation like lNSERT, UPDATE and DELETE clause for manupulating a record. 
 For Example: 
 "SELECT * FROM User_illfo WHERE UserName = n;lNSERT lNTO User_illfo VALUES ('Pknapit' ,'123'}- " This query lNSERT the record in the table. Once the table name is known, other manipulation operation like UPDATE, DELETE record in the table can also be performed in similar way . 
 Alternate Encodings: ill this type of attack, attacker manipulate the query by using alternate encoding, like hexadecimal, ASCII, and Unicode. Because they can escape from developer filter. Such filter concern with special characters which are bad characters. 
 Inference Based Attacks: This attack represent to the code injection and buffer overflow category. With the help of this attack application or database behave differantly based on result of the queries. These inference attacks can be categorized in two types, BLIND Injection and TIMING Injection. 
 Blind illjection Attacks: ill these type of attacks attacker can steal data from database asking true and false questions through SQL statement. 
 Timing illjection Attacks: ill this attacks attacker collect information from the database by observing timing delays. 
 IV. SQLINJECTlON DETECTlON ANDPREVENTlON TECHNIQUES There are many ways to prevent SQL Injection attacks [2,3,4], Prevention concerns with correctness of input value which is supplied by client or user at coding level. These techniques force the client to enter correct data and can be barred to enter illegal value which is harmful to database server. Such type of prevention can be done at both side whether it may be client side or server side but SQL injection can not be prevented with this technique. The tools and techniques for detecting and preventing SQL illjection are given below: 
 1. Runtime Monitoring Technique[5]: AMNESIA technique is used for detecting SQL illjection attacks over the web application. These technique workes on both static approach and runtime monitoring. It detects injected query before executed on the database server using model based approach. This approach have two part static part which automatically builds a legel queries using program analysis ICCCNT'12 26 th _28 th July 2012, Coimbatore, India IEEE-20180 on the other hand in dynamic part it dynamically generates the queries against statically build queries using runtime monitoring. If queries violate the approach then this approach perevents the execution of the queries on the database server.This technique has four steps for preventing injection IdentifY the hotspot, Build SQL-query models, Instrument application, Runtime monitoring. 
 2. Detection by Feature of Single Character [6]: This technique use sigmoid function for detecting SQL injection attacks. This detection algorithm of SQL injection attack is based on single character. When the SQL character string is the SQL Injection, it call an attack character string. This approach minimizes the predictive error in SQL injection attack detection. 
 3. VIPER for Detecting SQL Injection Attacks[7]: In this technique SQL injection attacks are detected by using heuristic based approach. It basically performs panetration testing of the web application. This approach analyzes the web application for detrmininng hyperlinks structure and input supplied from the user and gives error message, if any type of SQL injection occurres. 
 4. Parse Tree Validation Techniquel81: This technique performs comparison at runtime between parse tree of particular statement and original statement, execution do not start until the parse tree of the intended SQL query and the resulting SQL query generated after attacker input do not match. 
 5. SQL Check Approach[9]: This approach is proposed by Zhendong Su and Gary Wassermann. They implemented their algorithm with SQLCHECK. Checks on given input queries were applied with defmed ones by the developer and a secret key is applied for user input delemination in this approach. SQL check approach has no false positive or false negatives and overhead runtime rate is minimal that can be implemented in variety of web application using different plateform. 
 6. SQLrand Approach[10]: This approach is proposed by Stephen W. Boyd and Angelos D. Ke ro my tis. The author used proxy server between webserver and database server for de-ciphering the queries which are received from client to database server. Two main tasks are performed in this approach, one is de- randomize the SQL queries and then forward SQL queries with the standard set of keywords to database server for computation. Another task is to hide the error message which is generated by the database server on behalf of illegal queries. Error message may assist to the hacker for getting the information regarding database table and schema. 
 7. SQL Dom ApproachlllI: According to this approach [II] CLI (call level interface) mechanism is introduced between application and database such as ODBC and IDBC and SQLCLIENT. These provider contains strong type class to database. These solutions contain SQLdomgen which is performed against database. It generates the dynamic link library, by applying this method compiler is res ponsible to removes the possibility ofthe error like SQLsyntax error, data type comparison error. SQL DOM forces the user to write the correct code which is checked at compile level. 
 8. Stored Procedure Approach[12]: This approach is suggested by Ke Wei, M. Muthuprasanna and Suraj Kothari. 
 Stored procedures are subroutines which help applications to interact with database server for performing operation on the database. The combination of static analysis and dynamic analysis is used to identifY the SQL Injection attacks, static analysis is used for comma nd verification which uses through subroutines parser and runtime validation by using SQLCHAKER[8] for input validation. 
 9. CANDID (Dynamic Candidate Evaluations) Approach [13]: This approach is proposed by Sruthi Bandhakavi, Prithvi Bisht et al. Automatic prevention of SQL Injection attacks is possible in this approach. It dynamically construct structure of intended queries whenever there is any issue in the queries. This mechanism computes the user supplied query by running the application on the candidate input those will be self-evidently non-attacking. 
 10. Manual Approachl141: This approach is given by MeiJunjin. Manual approach is used in three ways, one is defensive programming which means that developer writes code in such a way that user cannot insert malicious character and keywords. In another way developer can also use safe API for preventing SQL Injection attacks like SQLDOM approach. The third way is the Code Review, which prevents the SQL Injection on the database but it is time consuming. 
 11. WAIDSI151: This web application intrusion detection system is proposed by YongJoon Park and JaeChul Park for input validation attacks. They implement NeedaIman-wunsch algorithm[16] in order to identifY the sequential feature. It uses the web request data to analyze the normal request patterns and automatically builds profile of normal HTTP queries that application can generate. This decreases the false positive rate and improves performance. 
 12. ARDILLA Tool[17]: This tool is developed by Adam Kie·zun, Philip J. Guo et al. This tool is useful for identifYing the SQL Injection attacks and XSS vulnerabilities. This technique works on unmodified existing code, generate concrete input that expose vulnerabilities and operate before software is deployed. ARDILLA is an automated tool for creating attacks. It is white box testing tool means that it requires source code of the application. It is based on the input generation, taint propagation and input mutation to find variants of an execution that exploit vulnerability. 
 13. Obfuscation-based Analysis of SQL Injection Attacks 1181: This is proposed by Raju Halder and Agostino Cortesi. 
 Combined structure of static and dynamic analysis is implemented which is based on the obfuscation and de obfuscation of SQLco mmands. SQL injection attacks can be easily detected because dynamic verification is carried out on the obfuscated queries , at atomic formula level only those atomic formulas are tagged as vulnerable. And this ICCCNT'12 26 th _28 th July 2012, Coimbatore, India IEEE-20180 approach finds the root cause ofthe SQL Injection attacks in dynamic query generation. 
 14. Protect Web Application using Positive Tainting and Syntax-Aware EvaIuation[19): This approach is proposed by William GJ. Halfond, Alessandro Orso et al. It uses following four function to detect SQLIA: Positive tainting, Accurate and efficient taint propagation, Syntax-aware evaluation of queries string and Minimal deployment requirement. 
 15. Model based approach to Prevent SQL Injection in Dot Net[20): This model based approach is suggested by Shikhar Jain & Alwyn R. Pais. This approach perform queries validation which generates at run time with static analysis queries. If runtime generates queries found to be malicious code then it will not match with the static query model thus it will be rejected. Dot Net have tools for implementation of such approach like DNSA (Dot Net String Analyzer) and SDMGV (Static Dynamic Model Generator and validator). 
 16. SQLIPA[21): This approach is proposed by Shaukat Ali, Azhar Rauf et al. In this approach they used hash value to improve performance of authentication for web application. This hash value for username and password is created at runtime when user account is created. 
 17. WEBSSARII221: This approach is given by Yao-Wen Huang, Fang Yu, et al. An automated tool is developed which uses Static Analysis to verii)' taint flows against preconditions for sensItIve procedure and if any vulnerability occur then runtime guard is active. The processing of this approach takes place in the absence of developer intervention. 
 18. SecuriFLY[23): Michael Martin, Benjamin Livshits, et al. 
 have proposed this approach. They used static checker and dynamic checker to prevent SQL Injection. This approach is implemented for JAVA. Static checker fmds all potential matches in an application and a dynamic checker that traps all matches precisely as they occur, and can initiate user specified logging and recovery actions upon a match. 
 19. Safe Queries Object[24): This approach is proposed by William R Cook, Siddhartha Rai. They used built in API for accessing the database. These API perform compile time checking against query objects. This approach support to the strong type check approach. 
 20. Web hardeningl251: This approach is proposed by A. 
 Nguyen-Tuong, S. Guarnieri et al. They provide automated solution for detecting and preventing SQL Injection attacks without developer interaction. And it uses modified interpreter which identifies SQL Injection attacks which is tainted with user supplied input. It also prevent the generation of scripting code with the aid of un trusted input. 
 21. Tautology Checker[26): This technique is proposed by G. Wassermann and Z. Suo They used static analysis to prevent tautology attack. This technique is not effective for fmding out other SQLIA. 22. 
 CSSE (Context Sensitive String Evaluation) 127 I: This approach is proposed by T. Pietraszek and C. V. Berghe. 
 This is an automated approach to prevent and detect SQL Injection attacks. This approach use a channel to prevent SQL Injection attack which is combination of assignment of metadata to user input and metadata preserving string operation and context sensitive string evaluation. This approach does not require developer interaction and also modification in the code. This approach requires only change in underlying framework of the language. This CSSE prototype support to the PHP language. 
 V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSTS Following analysis table shows comparison of various techniques with respect to automation, code suggestions and generate report. 
 Techniques Detectio Preventio Automated! 
 n n Code suggestion! 
 Generate Report AMNESIA[5] Yes Yes Automated Feature of Single Yes No Automated Character[6] VIPER[7] Yes No Generate Report SQL GUARD[8] Yes Yes Automated SQL CHECK[9] Yes No Automated SQL RAND[lO] Yes Yes Automated SQL DOM[ll] No Yes Code Suggestions CANDlD[13] No Yes Automatic MANUAL No Yes Code Suggestions APPROACH[ 14] WAIDS[15] Yes Yes Automated ARDILLA[ 17] Yes No Automated Obfuscation Based Yes Yes Automated SQL Injection [18] WASP[19] Yes Yes Automated MODEL BASED No Yes Code Suggestions APPROACH[20] SQUPA[21] No Yes Code Suggestions WEBSS AR1[22] Yes Yes Automated SecuriFly [23] Yes Yes Automated Safe Queries[24] No Yes Code Suggestions Web Hardening[25] Yes Yes Automated Tautology Yes No Code Suggestions Checker[26] CSSE[27] Yes Yes Automated VI. CONCLUSION This paper presents a wide survey of the SQL Injection attacks and also describes how attacks are implemented on the database using SQL queries. The attacks are also categorized. Apart from this different SQL Injection detection and prevention techniques are also discussed. Finally a comparative analys is of different types of detection and prevention techniques ofSQL Injection attacks is presented. 
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